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Andre Venter

From: UASA News Snippets <umail@uasa.org.za>

Sent: 25 July 2014 12:11 PM

To: Andre Venter

Subject: UASA News Snippets

 
To ensure that you continue receiving our News Snippets, please add us to your address book or safe list. 

Is this email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. Not interested anymore? Unsubscribe instantly. 

 

News Snippets 13/2014 Friday, 25 July 2014
  

Quote of the issue: 

 
"If you want to see the true measure of a man, watch how he treats his inferiors, not his equals" 
 
-J. K. Rowling   

 

 
UASA turns 120 

Happy Birthday!!!!  
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Being 120 years young, it is a good time to renew our promise to the members 

UASA currently has approximately 72000 members and CEO Koos Bezuidenhout confirmed his pledge to serve UASA 

members with diligence and passion while UASA President, Costa Raftopoulos, confirmed his commitment to make sure 
that the interests of all UASA members are taken care of. 

Click here to view www.uasa.org.za 
 

 

 

Sector briefs  
 

 

MEIBC wage negotiations remains deadlocked 

Since our previous Snippets, the Trade Unions and Employer’s Organisations met frequently in an attempt to resolve the 

dispute. The Department of Labour and the CCMA also got involved and the Department even tabled a proposed 
settlement. 

This proposal has been very similar to the one previously made by the employers but which has later been withdrawn by 

them. Our members have again been invited to make an input. 

On 20 July 2014, Labour made a counter proposal and proposed that the 7.2% in year 2 and the 7% in year 3 be 

increased to 8%. We met again on 22 July 2014 and, subject to the final mandate from the members, we were ready to 

accept the offer. 

At the time of finalising this edition of Snippets, Johan van Niekerk, our lead negotiator gave an update on the ongoing 
strike action in the sector.    

He reported that the employers refused the increased demand for Grade A of 8% in year 2 and 3.  The percentage 
offered therefore remains 7.2% for year 2 and 7% for year 3. 

Employers again made their acceptance of the offer subject to the union’s acceptance that no further negotiations for 

improved benefits will take place. 

He concluded by saying that both issues are within the mandate received from our members and strategically, we intend 

to call off the strike when we sign the agreement, which we anticipate will be before the weekend. 

National Bargaining Council for the Wood and Paper Sector  

During the dispute process a settlement has been reached and signed for the two chambers namely Fibre & Particle as 

well as Pulp & Paper on a 8% across the board backdated to 1 July. Sawmill met on 22 July and they haven’t reached a 

settlement as yet. 

Rand Water 

Rand Water wage negotiations reached a deadlock on Management's final offer of 7.2% whereas UASA’s mandate is 9%. 

Dispute has been declared and Conciliation has been scheduled for 29 July. Should we not reach a settlement at 
Conciliation we will do a ballot with our members in accordance with our Constitution to determine if our members are 

willing to accept an offer tabled at that stage or will they reject the offer which means that they have to embark on a 
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protected (legal) strike but let us trust the process and after the 29th we will communicate with pour members on the 
status. 

MTO Forestry 

The wage negotiations with MTO Outeniqua reached a deadlock and the first session of Conciliation took place with no 

settlement reached and management had to go back to meet with their mandate givers and divert back at the next round 
scheduled for 30 July. 

uShaka Marine 

Management’s full and final offer at wage negotiations was tabled at 5.5% and our members’ mandate is 10% which 
resulted in a deadlock and a dispute has been referred to our legal department which will be declared but in accordance 

with the recognition agreement we must meet with the company after the dispute has been declared but before we go 
for Conciliation which we will honour. 

Lenasia Hotel 

During wage negotiations an agreement has been reached for 10,5% across the board back dated to 1 June with an 
annual bonus of R700 at the end of November 2014 only for those within the bargaining unit. 

Dr. Veldmann 

During wage negotiations a wage agreement has been reached on our members mandate of 7% with effect from 1 April 

2014. 

Personal Care 

The Personal Sector has over the years established a four bargaining councils in different regions and they each 

negotiated their own agreements. A process is now underway whereby all the existing agreements are going to be 
consolidated into one national agreement, applicable to all employees of this sector. 

The negotiations process have commenced and a sub-committee is dealing with the comparisons between the current 

four agreements. The said working group dealt with the alignment of the agreements again on 22-23 July and will meet 

again on 20 – 21 August. The interaction with the employers have thus far been positive in dealing with extremely 
challenging issues facing the Industry. After this process is completed, normal negotiations will resume on 8 September. 

  

We will keep members updated on the progress made. 

  

Average level of settlement 1 January to 30 June 2014 

Levy & Associates ‘Quarterly Employment Survey 
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The average level of settlement moved to 8% in June 2014, compared with 7.9% in the first quarter of the year. This 

compares with an average of 7.9% in June 2013 and the overall average of 7.9% in 2013. 

The June 2014 average is based on enterprise settlements received by us in the first half of 2013 from a workforce of 

approximately 395 000 of whom 79% form part of the Bargaining Unit. 

The CPI rose to 6.6 % in May 2014 compared with 5.6% in May 2013 and an overall average of 5.7% in 2013. The SA 
Reserve Bank's latest predictions are that CPI will average 6.3% in 2014. Further predictions are that it will average 5.9% 

in 2015 and 5.6% in 2016. 

This will undoubtedly have an impact on the current round of negotiations as employers field rising expectations and 

increased union, worker militancy against the realities of shrinking markets and the slowdown in major sectors such as 
mining and manufacturing. 

It also cautions that the global economy is exhibiting mixed signals whilst the outlook for domestic growth has 
deteriorated. 

Based on the above, we anticipate that the within the 7.5% to 8.5% band. However there will be settlements that fall 
above this and those that fall below due to the nature of the particular industries.  

• Settlements ranged from 5.6% in the Municipal/Utility Sector to 10.4% in the Finance sector. 

• The average minimum monthly wage calculated to the end of June 2014 was R5 633 compared with R4 806 

in June 2013 and the overall average of R5 406 in 2013. 
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• The minimum monthly wage ranged from R3 360 in the Retail and Catering Sector to R8 400 in the 

Municipal/Utility sector. 

• Initial management offers ranged from 2% to 7% and averaged 5.3%. This compares with the June 2013 

average of 5.4% 

• Initial union demands ranged from 8.5% to 21% and averaged 15.3%. This compares with an average of 

15.7% in June 2013. 

• The time taken to settle from the date the demands were first tabled ranged from 3 to 365 days and averaged 

63 days. 

• Duration of settlements The majority of settlements (78%) were for one year, 16% for 2 years and 6% for 3 

years. 

• Industrial action during wage negotiations was reported in 13.3% of negotiations compared with 11% in 

2013. 

 

 

 

UASA takes hands with Auto & General 

37% Growth indicates that members seem to benefit 

Members have recently received an sms from Auto & General, saying: “Reply Yes and see if you  can get lower insurance 

premiums through Auto and General”. Well, it would seem as if they can. In the three to four weeks that the campaign 
has been running, the number of UASA policy holders at Auto and General has grown with a massive 37%. 

Besides normal insurance packages, Auto and General also has unique insurance offerings e.g. for pensioner members as 
well as members who are staying in informal settlements and have the need to ensure their furniture and other 

household belongings. 

If you would like to know more,contact Marie Wood at 011 472 3600, ext. 273, e-mail ufs@uasa.org.za or sms UASA AG 

to 32545 and we will call you back. 
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UASA media Release 
17 July 2014  

Interest hike will do more harm than good to an 
already weak economy 

UASA regrets the further increase in the repo rate by 25 basis points to 5.75% as announced by the South African 

Reserve Bank's Monetary Policy Committee this afternoon. This decision can only lead to more harm to an already weak 
economy. 

The work of the committee is that of a flexible inflation targeter. While inflation is on an upward trend at the moment, all 

indications are that it will be back within the target band by the 4th quarter of 2014. It is our contention that the interest 

rate could therefore have been left unchanged.    

The criteria the committee needs to look at for their decision, consist of unemployment, economic growth and credit 
extension. All three of these elements clearly provide ample reasons why interest rates should not have been raised at 

this stage. The increase in interest rates will further reduce the disposable income of already struggling workers, with the 

resultant impact on manufacturing and ultimately economic growth. 

The added expected increase of 27 c per litre petrol end of August will test consumers’ reserves to the limit. UASA hopes 
the lower price of Brent crude will bring relief in the form of a lesser increase in the fuel price. 

 

 

The latest on UASA Facebook: (UASA.ZA) 
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UASA on Twitter 
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WWW.UASA.ORG.ZA 

 
NEW! Click here and view our Gallery 
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UASA dot mobi comes in very handy to UASA members. 
 
 

The new dot mobi website developed for UASA members appear to come in very handy. Members can now use their 
cellular phones to interact with UASA through the UASA website.  

 

You can view your personal profile by logging in on the website and make changes where necessary. Similarly, you can 
communicate with us, asking for advice and direct general queries while also having access to view and read all your 

services and benefits.  
 

Simply log onto www.uasa.co.za and you will automatically be redirected to the UASA dot mob website. Click here and 
this is what you will see: http://m.uasa.co.za/  
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Labour Guide Case Law: 

Pregnancy and the Employer 
 

On Monday 24th January, the Star Newspaper in Johannesburg published an article on the front page headed " Working 
moms get a raw deal." 

This article dealt with the question of employees, having been on maternity leave to attend to the joyous event of an 

addition to the family, return to work only to find that they have been dismissed. 

The article evoked countrywide interest, and the subject matter was also dealt with on the radio during a 30 minute 

programme with SAFm and also with Radio Sonder Grense. 

The newspaper article and the radio programmes in fact only scratched the surface of these issues concerning pregnancy 

and the employer, what is fair and what is not fair, and what is allowed and what is not allowed. 

We consider that this issue is of such importance that we will be dealing with it in greater depth in this and forthcoming 
weekly articles. 

The first thing that employers need to understand is that no person may be discriminated against or dismissed on account 
of pregnancy. This is stated in paragraph 4.2 of the Code of Good Practice on the Protection of Employees during 

Pregnancy and after the Birth of Her Child. 

It must be pointed out here that the Code states clearly " no person", which would seem to imply that even the father of 

the child may not be unfairly discriminated against on grounds of the pregnancy of his wife or life partner. 

This barrier against unfair discrimination is entrenched in the Constitution, in section 9 (3) and (4). 

Firstly therefore it is a Constitutional right. 

The prohibition against unfair discrimination is also entrenched in the Labour Relations Act in section the 187 (e), and in 

the Employment Equity Act, section 6. 

So employers face the big guns here on this issue. They are faced not only with the might of the Constitution,but also 

with the full force of two Acts of Parliament, namely the Labour Relations Act and the Employment Equity Act. 

From this employers would deduce that this is not a matter to be trifled with, and pregnant employees, all employees on 

maternity leave, the baby itself, and (it would seem) the fathers, all have rights bestowed upon them by legislation. 

Employers would be wise to note that many of the rights bestowed upon the employee places a corresponding duty or 
legal obligation upon the employer. The rights of employees thus cannot be ignored. 

The Code of Good Practice on the Protection of Employees during Pregnancy and after the Birth of the Child refers to 
section 26 (1) of the Basic Conditions of Employment Act, which in turn protects breast-feeding mothers upon their return 

to work. 

In terms of paragraph 4.3 of the Code of Good Practice, employers are required to provide and maintain a work 

environment that is safe and without risk to the health of employees. The Code states that this includes risks to the 
reproductive health of employees, and in this connection the Occupational Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993 also comes 

into play, and employers have a duty to familiarise themselves with that Act as well. 
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It is in the interests of the employer to study and thoroughly familiarise himself with the requirements of the Code of 
Good Practice if the employer wishes to avoid what might prove to be rather expensive litigation at a later stage. 

As far as pregnant and breast-feeding employees are concerned, the Code of Good Practice lays down very specific 
requirements in section 5, requiring the employer to act in terms of the identification and assessment of risks, and 

implementing appropriate action to avoid any risks to the health of the employee or the unborn child, or risks to the 
breast-feeding child. 

The Code of Good Practice deals separately with hazards classed as ergonomic, chemical, and biological, and in section 7 
it deals quite extensively with aspects of pregnancy that may affect work. 

The section addresses such issues as morning sickness, backache and varicose veins, the employee requiring more 
frequent visits to the toilet, the increasing size and discomfort of the employee as the period of pregnancy progresses, 

even addressing issues such as the employees sense of balance becoming affected if she is required to work or walk on 
slippery or wet surfaces in the workplace. 

The section also addresses issues of tiredness associated with pregnancy. 

It is considered (and indeed, a legislative requirement) that all employers study and thoroughly familiarise themselves 
with the contents of this Code of Good Practice, because compliance or noncompliance may well prove to be the deciding 

factor on whether prolonged and expensive CCMA or Labour Court proceedings must be faced or not. 

Next week, we will address further issues concerning pregnancy and intended pregnancy of employees. 

Read more http://www.labourguide.co.za/ 
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TWEE NUWE PUBLIKASIES IN AFRIKAANS OM MENSE TE HELP OM HULLE 
CHRISTELIKE GELOOF BY DIE WERK UIT TE LEEF 
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(NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH) 

Prof Luther Backer, emeritus Professor in Arbeidsverhoudinge van die Universiteit van Johannesburg en voorheen die 

bekende arbeidsrubriekskrywer by Rapport en ook later by Ekerk, is n jarelange vriend van die vakbond UASA. Hy het 
onlangs twee publikasies met dagstukkies vir die markplein die lig laat sien. 

WEES ‘N VUURTORING IN JOU WERK. DAGSTUKKIES VIR DIE MARKPLEIN. Vol.II, Nrs 46 – 111, 134 Bladsye.2011. 

Inhoud: 
Riglyne word verskaf hoe elkeen vir die Here met sy/haar werk kan getuig; wat God se bedoeling met werk is, wat dit 

beteken om eerlik op te tree, praktiese wenke rakende hantering van dissipline in die werkplek, dienste wat vakbonde 

kan lewer, motivering van mense, hoe om met personeelaflegging saam te leef en Bybelse riglyne oor gedrag in die werk.

BYBELSE RIGLYNE VIR DIE BESTUUR VAN MENSE.DAGSTUKKIES VIR DIE MARKPLEIN. Vol. I, Nrs 1-45. 101 
Bladsye.2011. 

Inhoud: 
Die inhoud bestaan uit drie reekse: 

Die Bergrede. Wat dit in my werk beteken. 
Vrug van die Gees in my werk. 

Die leierskapwysheid van Jesus. 

en 

CD vir eposbediening 

Die inhoud van elke boekie is ook op data-CD aangebring (nie klank nie) en kan gebruik word om die dagstukkies te epos 

of om dit op rekenaar te lees. 

UASA het n beperkte aantal van hierdie boekies aangekoop en stel dit gratis beskikbaar aan 
belangstellende lede, maar slegs terwyl voorrade hou.  

Indien u belangstel in die boekie moet u asseblief vir Marie Wood by 011 472 3600 bylyn 273 skakel.  

If you are interested in getting a copy of the publication, please contact Marie Wood at 011 472 3600, 
extension 273 

 

 

THE STARS ARE SHINING FOR MARLICHT ONCE MORE  
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We have just received a confirmation from the Tourism Grading Council that Marlicht has once again been 
inspected and has once again been awarded  a Three star grading in the Self catering - Exclusive category.

This is what they had to say: 

“Dear MRS GROBLER  

 
Renewal application  

 
A hearty welcome from the Tourism Grading Council of South Africa (TGCSA).  

Your establishment, Marlicht Holiday Resort, membership number 91019603, has been awarded Three star grading in the 
Self catering - Exclusive category as a result of the successful assessment performed by Diane Brophy on 27 Jun 2014.  

 

We congratulate you and your team on this achievement and we acknowledge your efforts to contribute to the 
sustainability of the Tourism Industry in South Africa through your commitment to quality assurance.  

 
What you need to know: 

1. Please continue to proudly display the TGCSA logo on all your marketing collateral i.e. brochures, websites etc 
giving further prominence to the fact that your establishment has been quality assured and that your star grading 

status is appropriately acknowledged. 
2. As a star graded establishment, your certificate will be mailed to you shortly. As part of the conditions of joining 

our quality family, it is critical to display this marketing tool to the public during the duration of your valid grading 

status. It is important to familiarise yourself with the Schedule of Conditions you accepted when applying for 
grading as these conditions govern the use of TGCSA insignia (Stars, grading certificate and plaque). 

3. As part of our efforts to ensure service excellence to our valued customers - all local and international tourists, 
we request you to inform your visitors about the TGCSA Customer Feedback Management initiatives (CFM) where 

customers can submit feedback on their experiences at graded establishments such as yours. 

Once again congratulations on this achievement and we are all looking forward to working with you to "put the stars 
where they belong".  
 

With kind regards  
The Tourism Grading Council of South Africa (TGCSA)” 

Congratulations from the Snippets team to Marie and het team for their diligence and hard work. Their persistence in 
creating memorable family holidays for our guests at Marlicht causes us to be awarded with these wonderful 

acknowledgements. 
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Marlicht is a prime holiday spot popular with families and young people. Direct access to the beach and only 100 meters 

away from the main beach of Margate.  

 
Marlicht Holiday Resort boasts spacious, comfortable and stylish self-catering 2, 3 and four bedroomed apartments with 

spectacular ocean views.  
 

It is close to the Wild Coast Sun and other amenities and is surrounded by a number of well-known golf courses golf.  
 

Visit us on www.Marlicht.co.za or call us now to make a booking. 
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http://www.marlicht.co.za 
 

 

 
 

The compilation of the third edition of Labour Dynamix of 2014 has just commenced. We are included articles on 
the  aftermath of the destructive strike action on the platinum belt while also covering UASA’s 120th birthday. We also 

touch on a couple of serious issues that is unfolding such as the strike action in the metal and engineering sector. 

Our usual lifestyle articles, readers’ letters, members’ news, sports events, a recipe, DIY hints, crossword puzzle and 
Sudoko has again been included in the new issue. 

Copies of the latest issue are available from at all our service centers. It can also be downloaded from : UASA website 
 

 

FREE MEMBERSHIP: SAARP 
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SAARP Mission  

SAARP believes that senior citizens are entitled to a secure and rewarding existence in line with the highest moral 

principles of mankind. We work with vigour to enrich lives, raise self-esteem and influence society to support these 
ideals. 

UASA wishes to promote membership of SAARP amongst our own senior citizen members above the age of 50. They 

have a wealth of experience about the needs and aspirations of our senior citizens and above all, you can access their 

benefits by joining. 

SAARP membership is entirely free! Why don’t you join them now? 

Click here to read more 

 

JOBS!     JOBS!     JOBS!     JOBS! 
Vacancies and CV’s advertised free of charge on the UASA Website 

 

UASA has linked up with U'r Staffing Solutions to give job seekers a much better chance.  
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U'r Staffing Solutions will be at the background of the "Jobs" module on the 
UASA website. This means that available vacancies as well as CV's of job seekers 

will be placed on the website. In addition, they will actively interact with the 
relevant role-players with a view to matching job seekers to advertised 

vacancies.  

 
 

Interested UASA members are free to contact or forward their CV's directly to elmarie@urstaffing.co.za. 

 

UASA publications  

Are you finding yourself “Between Jobs” or do you have a need to be “Workwize” 

The shockwaves of one of the 2008 recession is still hitting us today. The most recent QES (Quarterly Employment 
Survey) showed that we again lost 28000 jobs in the second quarter of this year. It means that sword of losing one’s job 

will always be hanging over our heads. Workplace and employment security will increasingly become scarce commodities. 

. This is why we need to develop a new mindset that will prepare us mentally and physically for any kind of eventuality.  
 

UASA joined forces with writer Henry Morgan and publisher Steve Hoffman and published the award winning book 
“Between Jobs” The book says that losing one’s job is not the end of the world, but rather the opening up of new 

opportunities. It is intended to give hope and inspiration and that each and every individual should take control of his/her 

own situation in a structured way when confronted by losing your job. 
 

A follow-up book titled “Workwize” have since also been published. The objective of this book is to provide you with the 
necessary knowledge and skills that will assist you in having the most successful, sustainable and rewarding career 

possible. 

Click on any of the links below to get your free copy of any of the UASA publications now! 

 
  

School Leaver's Guide  Between Jobs  Workwize  

  

 

 
EMERGENCY! Peace of mind for UASA members 0861 008 272 (available 24/7)  
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0861008272: Your personal EMERGENCY number! 
Life is unpredictable. Anyone can at any time experience an emergency – e.g. a medical emergency, a car that ran out of 
fuel, a flat battery, a mechanical breakdown, even an accident, or, you may be caught up in a situation where you need 

legal advice there and then. In any of these instances one would need the assistance of someone you can call. 

Each and every UASA member has their own emergency number, available 24/7, 365 days a year 

 

0861008272 

This number gives access to a call center of UASA, manned on our behalf by Europ Assistance. Assistance is therefore 

only a phone call away!  

You get connected to an operator who will assist immediately in case of an emergency. The assistance comes in the form 

of free telephonic advice (T’s and C’s apply).  

Any services agreed to between you and a service provider during a telephone call mentioned above, however, will be for 

your own account. The only exception is the first 30 minutes consultation with a lawyer which is free of charge, should 
you request that service.  

Remember your emergency number – Keep it handy at all times - You may just need it when you least 

expect it! 

0861008272 

 

 
 
UASA Financial Services (Pty) Ltd., trading as:  
 

 

Sourcing trusted financial services and benefits for UASA members. The aim is 
to give members peace of mind while empowering them through preferential 

deals as far as possible.  
 

 
  

Special deals for UASA members by McCarthy:  
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Purchase your New or selected Demo 

Receive a Free Mauritius Holiday to the value of R30 000 or Trade assistance to the value of R 30 000 
Chrysler, Jeep and Dodge. 

 
 

2014 Fiat 500 L 

From R 234 900 

Sleek and easy to get in and out. 
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2014 Fiat 500 Pop  

From only R 1 876 p/m 

It’s Cool to be Hot! 

 

Purchase your 2014 VW Crafter 22 Seater 
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Now only R 499 900 
 

 

Call Marie Wood 011 4723600, ext 273 or e-mail ufs@uasa.org.za if you are interested 

 

 

Investment Fees: How small fees can have a big impact on your investment 

Have you ever stopped to think about the effect of fees on your retirement savings? Most clients don’t even know what 
their investment fees amount to in rands and cents, let alone understand the impact thereof on their investment 

returns.  The principle is simple really: “The less you pay in fees, the higher the net return on your investment.”  I am not 
suggesting that you only go for the cheapest option but I do believe that you should get value for your money.  Whether 

your adviser or product provider offers you such value can only be determined by you if you have a clear understanding 

of the long-term impact of such costs. 

Example: 

Mr. Retired has a living annuity with investment platform A.  The fund value is R 3,600,000 from which Mr. Retired is 
drawing an annuity income of R 18,000 per month. The platform administration fee is 0.444% per annum of the fund 
value. Assuming the same advice - and fund manager fees on both platforms, Mr. Retired will save R 7,767 in the first 
year if he transfers his living annuity to investment platform B, where the administration fee is only 0.228% per annum. 

However, Mr. Retired is not convinced.  After all, transferring his investment is a lot of trouble for such a small 

amount.  So Mr. Retired’s adviser shows him the significant impact of this small amount on his investment when 
compounded over a long period of time. 
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Over a 20-year period the platform administration fees of the two platforms and the cumulative effect thereof on his fund 
value will be as follows[1]: 

  Platform A Platform B 

Total administration fees R 393,754 R 209,687 

Fund value after 20 years R 4,128,901 R 4,641,456 

Apart from paying R 184,066 more in administration fees on platform A, his fund value on platform A is R 512,555 less; a 
financial impact on Mr. Retirement of R 696,622!  Viewed from this perspective, going through the trouble of transferring 
one’s investment doesn’t seem like much trouble at all. 

If you have never looked at the fees you pay in more detail, maybe now is the time to determine the financial impact of 
the various fees on your investment and to ask yourself whether the quality of service you are getting, justifies the fees 

you are paying. 

For assistance in analysing the fees you are paying contact your PSG financial advisor at UASA@psg.co.za or by phone at 

083-703-7586 
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Support the fight against cancer for only R2.00 a day, while getting 
insurance cover at the same time. 

CancerSureTM was specifically developed to meet the financial needs that may arise when someone is diagnosed with 
cancer as well as any additional challenge that may arise, like having to change employment or even having to stop 

working altogether. The benefit amount is not linked to any medical cost that may be incurred and any person aged 18 to 
60 years of age is eligible to apply for the CancerSureTM policy. It also includes an additional death benefit. 

 
Click here to read more: http://www.cansa.org.za/media-release-make-sure-to-make-the-smart-choice/ 

 

For more information, contact Marie Wood at 011 472 3600, ext. 273, e-mail ufs@uasa.org.za or sms UASA Own Choice 
to 32545 and we will call you back. 
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Email: umail@uasa.org.za | Website: www.uasa.co.za 
Tel: 011 472 3600 | Fax: 011 674 4057 

 

You are subscribed using the following email address: ANDRE.VENTER@UASA.ORG.ZA

If you do not wish to receive our News Snippets anymore, please click here to unsubscribe instantly. We apologize for any inconvenience.
  

 


